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Topological field-effect transistor is a revolutionary concept that physical fields are used to switch on and off quantum topological states of the condensed matter. Although this emerging concept has been explored in electronics, how to realize it in the acoustic realm remains elusive. In this work, a class of magnetoactive acoustic topological transistors capable of on-demand switching on and off topological states and reconfiguring topological edges with external magnetic fields is presented. The key mechanism is to harness magnetic fields to tune air-cavity volumes within acoustic chambers, thus breaking or preserving the inversion symmetry to manifest or conceal the quantum valley Hall effect. To switch the topological transport beyond the in-plane routes, a magneto-tuned non-topological band gap to allow or forbid the wave transport out-of-plane is harnessed. With the reversible magnetic control, on-demand switching of topological routes to realize topological field-effect waveguides and wave regulators is demonstrated. Analogous to the impact of semiconductor transistors on modern electronics, this work may expand the scope of topological acoustics by achieving unprecedented functions in acoustic modulation.

1. Introduction

Field-effect transistors (FETs), a class of devices that use gate voltages to control electric current flows, were invented around 90 years ago[1] and eventually inspired the innovation of semiconductor transistors for the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1956.[2] FETs have become one of the most important modern electronic devices for broad applications such as switches, modulators, amplifiers, and stabilizers.[3] Recently, FETs have witnessed a revolution because of the innovation of topological field-effect transistors (TFETs)[4–8] by integrating quantum topological effects, such as the quantum Hall effect[9,10] and quantum spin Hall effect,[11,12] into FETs. In these TFETs, physical fields are utilized to on-demand switch on and off the quantum topological effects and the corresponding topological edges that serve as switchable conductive paths for low-dissipation flows of charges and spins, thus, to achieve low-energy logic circuits.[4–8] Although the concept of TFET has been explored in the field of electronics,[4–8] how to realize it in the field of acoustics remains elusive. Analogous to the impact of semiconductor transistors on modern electronics,[2] acoustic topological field-effect transistors, if successfully invented, are expected to drastically expand the application scope of topological acoustics[13–15] by achieving unprecedented functions in acoustic modulation.

Inspired by the topological insulators in condensed matter physics,[16–18] the studies of topological acoustics have been exploring analogous quantum topological states in the realm of acoustics.[13–15] The topological acoustics have been realized using a number of strategies, such as circulating fluids or gauge flux to break the time-reversal symmetry,[19,20] harnessing strong coupling ring resonators as an analog to Floquet insulators,[21,22] utilizing valley-Hall or pseudospin effects in 2D[23–26] and 3D sonic crystals,[27–29] identifying Weyl points in phononic crystals,[30–32] and constructing sonic crystals with higher-order topological states.[33–40] In these existing topological acoustics metamaterials, delicate periodic architectures are required to be judiciously designed and precisely fabricated; thus, turning on and off the acoustic topological states and reconfiguring the topological routes (Figure 1A), without rebuilding the structures, are typically challenging.[41–43] Although physical fields (such as electric and magnetic fields) have been employed to realize appealing active non-topological acoustic metamaterials capable of non-local, rapid, and reversible modulation of acoustic properties,[44–50] how to utilize physical fields to switch topological acoustics remains elusive (Figure 1B). Besides, due to high complexity in architectures,[27,28,35–37] existing active acoustic topological insulators only deal with in-plane routes (Figure 1A); on-demand switching of topological acoustic transport beyond the conventional in-plane routes to out-of-plane routes is still a big challenge in the field (Figure 1B).

Here, we report a class of magnetoactive acoustic topological transistors (MATTs) capable of on-demand switching on and off topological states, and reconfiguring acoustic conductive routes among orthogonal directions, both in-plane and out-of-plane, with external magnetic fields (Figure 1B). The proposed structure consists of air-cavity chambers connected in a hexagonally
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Figure 1. Comparison between A) the existing active acoustic topological insulators and B) the proposed magnetoactive acoustic topological transistors (MATTs). Two innovations of the proposed MATTs: (1) employing a physical field (i.e., magnetic field) to achieve on-demand control, and (2) realizing on-demand switching of both in-plane and out-of-plane routes.

periodic architecture. The key mechanism in realizing MATTs is to use magnetic fields to tune the air-cavity volume differently in each chamber, thus breaking or preserving the inversion symmetry to manifest or conceal the quantum valley Hall effect. To switch the topological transport beyond the in-plane routes, we harness a magneto-tuned non-topological band gap to allow or forbid the wave transport out-of-plane. The magnetic control is rapid and reversible, thus enabling on-demand switching of topological conductive routes that feature high immunity to structural defects. Integrating the orthogonal controls (in-plane and out-of-plane), we further exploit the MATTs to realize topological field-effect waveguides and wave regulators.

2. Results

2.1. Concept of Magnetoactive Acoustic Topological Transistors (MATTs)

We plan to study the topological acoustics within chambers where the acoustic waves transport within connected air-cavity networks. By harnessing magneto-actuated modulation of volumes of the air-cavity elements, we will realize the topological transport of the acoustic waves. To demonstrate the concept of MATTs, we start with the introduction of the dispersion relationships of unit-cell elements for MATT devices (Figure 2A). We first consider two prism air-cavities laterally connected to form a two-cavity unit (Figure 2A left part and Figure 2B). Each air-cavity chamber houses a magneto-active volume controller whose height can be adjusted by a magnetic field, thus regulating the air-cavity volume (Figures 2B). The applied magnetic fields on the left and right cavities of the two-cavity unit are denoted as $B_L$ and $B_R$, respectively. The air-cavity volume can be enlarged by applying a higher magnitude of the magnetic field. Depending on the relative values of $B_L$ and $B_R$, two-cavity units can be classified into three types whose band structures are shown in the left part of Figure 2A: When $B_L > B_R$, a non-topological band gap (i.e., green shaded region in Figure 2A) at the Dirac point (K-point in the Brillouin zone) is opened, indicating that the wave is forbidden within the topological band gap. When $B_L = B_R$, the topological band gap is closed at the Dirac point, permitting the wave to conduct within the topological band gap.

Next, we pick two two-cavity units vertically connected to form a four-cavity unit (Figure 2A right part and Figure 2C). We focus on the laterally conductive phase ($B_L = B_R$) to reveal the vertical interactions between two two-cavity units. The Magneto-active volume regulators are installed within both the top and bottom air cavities (Figure 2C). Since we only consider the air cavities along with the laterally conductive phase, the laterally connected air-cavities have the same air volume (i.e., $B_L = B_R$). We denote the applied magnetic fields on the top and bottom cavities as $B_T$ and $B_B$, respectively. Depending on the relative values of $B_T$ and $B_B$, we can classify four-cavity units into three types whose band structures are shown in the right part of Figure 2A. When $B_T > B_B$ or $B_T < B_B$, a non-topological band gap (i.e., orange shaded region) is opened to prevent the out-of-plane wave motion; while when $B_T = B_B$, the non-topological band gap is closed to allow the wave to move out of the plane.

By integrating the two-cavity units and four-cavity units displayed in Figure 2A, we propose a conceptual model for MATTs as follows: It consists of two layers of hexagonally connected prism air-cavities, where air-cavities in the bottom layer are linked to the vertical neighbors in the top layer by air channels (Figure 2D). On one hand, in the bottom or top layer, the breaking of the inversion symmetry to manifest the quantum valley Hall effect can be achieved by applying designated magnetic fields to different cavities. As shown in the bottom layer of Figure 2D, the central orange path is a topologically conductive edge ($B_L/B_R = 1$) that is surrounded by topologically insulative phases ($B_L/B_R > 1$ and $B_L/B_R < 1$). The topological edge path can be turned on and off by modulating the magnetic field ratio $B_L/B_R$ in each two-cavity unit within the air-cavity network, thus mimicking the electronic TFETs. In the “on” state, the acoustic flow conducts through the topological edge path, while modulating the magnetic fields...
Figure 2. Concept of the magnetoactive acoustic topological transistor (MATT). A) Concept of orthogonal control using the magneto-tunable dispersion relationships of two-cavity units and four-cavity units. Opening and closing of topological band gaps (green shaded regions) in two-cavity units control the insulation and conduction of in-plane wave routes. Opening and closing of the non-topological band gaps (orange shaded regions) in four-cavity units control the insulation and conduction of out-of-plane wave routes. B) Schematic of a four-cavity unit with magneto-active volume controllers. The magnetic fields applied to the top and bottom volume controllers are denoted as $B_T$ and $B_B$, respectively. C) Schematic of a two-cavity unit with magneto-active volume controllers (in gray). The magnetic fields applied to left and right volume controllers are denoted as $B_L$ and $B_R$, respectively. D) The proposed conceptual model of MATT with two-layer hexagonal-prism-shaped air-cavity networks. The insets illustrate three types of two-cavity units and a four-cavity unit.
Figure 3. Experimental realization of magnetoactive switching of in-plane wave routes. A) A single-layer air-cavity chamber structure constructed with patterned acrylic sheets. B) Computer-aided design (CAD) models to show the cutaway view of the air-cavity chamber. The zoom-in inset shows the cutaway view of a two-cavity unit. C) The experimentally measured height change $\Delta L$ of the volume controller as a function of the applied magnetic field. The inset shows the deformation of the volume controller. Magnetic fields $B_1 = 0.087$ and $B_2 = 0.265$ are corresponding to $\Delta L \approx 0$ and $\Delta L = 1.21$ mm, respectively. D) The numerically calculated topological band gap width in a function of the magnetic field ratio $B_L/B_R$. E) Top-view schematics of air-cavity patterns. Blue and orange cavities are corresponding to applied magnetic fields $B_1 = 0.087$ T and $B_2 = 0.265$ T, respectively. F) Numerical simulations of the acoustic pressure within the air-cavity network. G) Experimentally measured acoustic transmission at cavities P1, P2, P3, and P4 in functions of frequencies. Light green shaded regions (12.4-12.82 kHz) indicate the effective frequency region.

would turn the system “off” as there would be no topological edges. On the other hand, along the in-plane conductive path, the conduction or insulation between vertical air-cavity elements can be controlled by another magnetic field ratio $B_T/B_B$: allowing out-of-plane conduction when $B_T/B_B = 1$ and forbidding out-of-plane conduction when $B_T/B_B \neq 1$ (Figure 2A,D). Overall, the structure can be orthogonally controlled by two magnetic field ratios: $B_L/B_R$ and $B_T/B_B$. The effective frequency range is determined by the overlap of the topological band gap (i.e., green shaded region) and the non-topological band gap (i.e., orange shaded region) (Figure 2A).

2.2. Magnetoactive Switching of In-Plane Conductive Routes

We first experimentally realize the in-plane MATTs by constructing an air-cavity chamber with layers of patterned acrylic sheets (Figure 3A,B and S1, Movie S1, Supporting Information). Hexagonal-prism-shaped air-cavity chambers are connected by air channels to form a hexagonal network. In each air-cavity chamber, a magnet-bonded elastomer foam is installed as the volume controller, whose height can be reversibly tuned by an externally controlled magnetic field (Figure 2B). The elastomer foam can be reversibly actuated to deform by more than 2 mm for more...
than 200 cycles (Figure S1C, Supporting Information). Under the background magnetic field $B_L = 0.087T$, the elastomer foam is almost undeformed. When a magnetic field of $B_T = 0.265T$ is applied to a selected cavity via a control magnet, the elastomer foam is deformed by a height of 1.21 mm, and the cavity volume is enlarged (Figure 3C). The topological band gap width can be on-demand tuned from 0 to 1 kHz by modulating the magnetic field ratio $B_T / B_L$ from 1 (i.e., $B_T = B_L = B_0$) to 0.33 (i.e., $B_T = B_1$ and $B_L = B_0$) or from 1 (i.e., $B_T = B_L = B_0$) to 3.05 (i.e., $B_T = B_2$ and $B_L = B_0$) (Figures 3D and S2, Supporting Information). With programmed magnetic fields designated to different air-cavity chambers, a topological edge path will be on-demand exhibited to allow the topological conduction of acoustic waves (edge modes illustrated in Figure S3, Supporting Information). As an example shown in Figure 3E, an I-pattern topological path is prescribed by designating the control magnets under the orange air-cavity. The prescribed topological path is verified by a numerical simulation that shows much higher acoustic pressure along the topological path, compared to other regions (12.73 kHz in Figure 3F, other frequencies in Figure S4A,B, Supporting Information). To further verify the topological path, we conduct experiments by inputting the acoustic signals from the same air cavity and measuring the acoustic transmission at multiple cavities either on or away from the topological path (P1–P4, Figures 3G and S6, Supporting Information). Based on the band gap analyses in Figure 2A, the expected effective frequency range should be within the topological band gap (12.13 kHz); thus, we carry out experiments within 12–13 kHz. The experimental results show that within a certain frequency range the acoustic transmission is high if the measured cavity is on the path (P1), and low elsewhere (P2–P4) (Figure 3G). In Figure 3G, the effective frequency range is 12.4–12.82 kHz, which is narrower than the topological band gap. It is primarily because the number of the air-cavities in the experimental setting is relatively small; a structure with sufficient air-cavities (so-called “infinitely periodic”) would widen the frequency range to almost match the topological band gap. Note that removing the magnetic actuation would result in turning off the topological edge path (i.e., all blue cavities). Turning on and off the topological edge path can be realized by simply modulating the applied magnetic fields, without rebuilding the structures.

The concept of MATT can be harnessed to realize reversible switching of in-plane topological waveguides. Figure S6, Supporting Information, illustrates switching among three topological waveguides (I, V, and Z patterns) by reconfiguring the air-cavities with modulated magnetic actuation (Movie S2, Supporting Information). Both simulations and experiments show that these three topological waveguides are effective through 12.6–12.82 kHz (Figures S4 and S6, Supporting Information). Notably, topological acoustic transport is robust and immune to geometrical defects. Experiments show that the acoustic conduction along the topological edge path is still effective when two air cavities on the Z-pattern path are deactivated (Figure S7, Supporting Information in comparison to Figure S6G–I, Supporting Information).

### 2.3. Magnetoactive Switching of Out-of-Plane Conductive Routes

We further integrate the topological band gap and the non-topological band gap to on-demand switch the wave routes both in-plane and out-of-plane (Figure 2A,D). To experimentally realize the concept, we stack two single-layer structures via air-channel connectors (Figures 4A,B and S8, Supporting Information). The magnetoactive volume controllers are located on the top and bottom in the top and bottom air cavities, respectively (Figure 4B). Depending on the relative values of $B_1$ and $B_2$ (recall Figures 2A and Figure S9, Supporting Information), we can on-demand allow or forbid the wave transport out-of-plane. Here, we present reversible switching between two out-of-plane topological waveguides (I and Y patterns, Figure 4C–H, Movie S3, Supporting Information). Taking the I-pattern waveguide as the starting example, we employ magnetic fields $B_1$ and $B_2$ to activate the cavities into a pattern shown in Figure 4C. If an acoustic signal within the non-topological band gap (12.27–12.65 kHz in Figure 4C) is input in cavity M1 on the bottom layer, the wave signal is expected to travel along the orange path on the bottom layer and then move out of plane to the orange path on the top layer (following red arrow in Figure 4C). The reason is as follows: Along the orange path on the bottom layer, air cavities M1 and M2 form a two-cavity unit of the same volume; thus, the wave signal can travel from M1 to M2 (Figure 2A). Cavities M1, M2, T1, and T2 form a four-cavity unit whose band gap is opened within 12.27–12.65 kHz; thus, the wave signal cannot move from cavities M1 and M2 to cavities T1 and T2 (Figure 2A). When the wave signal travels to cavities M3 and M4, the four-cavity unit (M3, M4, T3, and T4 in orange) closes its band gap to allow the wave motion from cavities M3 and M4 to cavities T3 and T4. Then, the wave signal will move along the orange cavity path on the top layer. The expected wave motion within this I-pattern waveguide is verified by numerical simulations (12.52 kHz in Figure 4D and other frequencies in Figures S10A,B, Supporting Information). To further verify the waveguiding behavior, we carry out experiments by inputting acoustic signals in cavity M1 and measuring acoustic pressures in cavities P1–P4 (Figure 4D–E). The experimental results show that the measured acoustic pressure in cavity P1 is much higher than those in cavities P2–P4 within 12.45–12.7 Hz (gray shaded region in Figure 4E), indicating that the wave signal selectively transports to cavity P1 within the designated frequency range.

Next, taking the Y-pattern waveguide as the second example, we expect the acoustic signal within the non-topological band gap (12.27–12.65 kHz in Figure 2A) can move along the orange path in Figure 4F: starting from the I-path on the bottom layer and then bifurcating into two branches. The concept is verified by numerical simulations (Figures 4G and S10C,D, Supporting Information) and experiments within the frequency of 12.53–12.65 kHz (Figure 4H). Within 12.53–12.65 kHz, the acoustic pressures in cavities P1 and P2 are similar, and much higher than those in cavities P3 and P4 (Figure 4H). Comparing the effective frequency ranges in Figures 4E and 4H, we find a common frequency range within 12.53–12.65 kHz (orange shaded region), where two topological waveguides (I and Y patterns) can be freely switched by tuning the applied magnetic fields, without rebuilding the structures (Movie S3, Supporting Information).

### 2.4. Magnetoactive Topological Field-Effect Wave Regulators

Besides waveguides, we also harness the proposed MATT to experimentally realize a class of topological field-effect wave...
Figure 4. Experimental realization of magnetoactive switching of out-of-plane wave routes. A) A double-layer air-cavity chamber structure constructed with patterned acrylic sheets. B) A CAD model to show the cutaway view of the air-cavity chamber. The zoom-in inset shows the cutaway view of a four-cavity unit. C–H) Realization of (C–E) I pattern and (F–H) Y pattern out-of-plane topological waveguides. (C and F) Schematics of the bottom and top layers. (D and G) Numerical simulations of the acoustic pressure. (E and H) Experimentally measured acoustic transmission of cavities P1, P2, P3, and P4 in functions of frequencies.
regulators (Figure 5). The concept is to employ magnetic fields to reconfigure the cavities on the bottom layer to regulate the MATT on the top layer, but without changing the cavity configuration on the top layer. We here demonstrate reversible switching among three functions: strengthening (wave signal becoming stronger, Figures 5A–C), weakening (wave signal becoming weaker, Figures 5D–F), and disrupting (wave guiding being disrupted, Figures 5G–I). Before regulation, 1-pattern topological waveguides are prescribed on the top layer (Figure 5A,D,G): an acoustic wave moves starting from cavity A to cavity B on the top layer, without
penetrating the bottom layer. In the example of strengthening, the cavity pattern on the bottom layer is reconfigured by controlling the applied magnetic fields, to install a half I-pattern topological path (in orange color) starting from cavity A (Figure 5B). When two acoustic signals of the same amplitude and phase are input in both cavities A and A', the acoustic signal from the bottom layer will move to the top layer and converge to cavity B, thus strengthening the acoustic pressure at cavity B (Figure 5B). This concept is verified by experiments that show a 31% pressure increase in cavity B after the regulation (12.63 kHz in Figure 5C). The weakening example follows a reverse idea: The cavity pattern on the bottom layer is reconfigured to install a half I-pattern topological path (in orange color), such that the acoustic signal input in cavity A needs to bifurcate into two branches: to cavity B on the top layer and to cavity B' on the bottom layer (Figure 5E). In this way, the acoustic pressure at cavity B is weakened after the regulation, which is verified by a 55% pressure drop in the experiment (12.63 kHz in Figure 5F). In the example of disrupting, a half fraction of cavities on the bottom layer are activated into the orange color to allow the acoustic wave to spread over on the bottom layer; thus, the selective topological transport to cavity B is disrupted (Figure 5H). The disrupting effect can be experimentally verified by a drastic pressure drop (88%) in cavity B (12.63 kHz, Figure 5I). Note that the numerical simulations and experiments are carried out for 12.63 kHz in Figure 5; more other frequencies within 12.4–12.65 kHz may also work, verified by the numerical simulations in Figure S11, Supporting Information. The above three regulation functions are achieved by simply controlling the magnetic fields in corresponding cavities on the bottom layer, but without rebuilding the structure or reconfiguring the top layer.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we present a class of MATTs capable of switching on and off acoustic topological states with magnetic fields. Integrating magneto-tunable topological and non-topological band gaps, in-plane, and out-of-plane conductive routes can be on-demand reconfigured without rebuilding the structures. As the first-generation acoustic topological field-effect transistor, the paradigm in this work may open the door of utilizing topological acoustics to analogize the broad functions of electronic logic acoustics to analogize the broad functions of electronic

4. Experimental Section

**Fabrication of Acoustic Metamaterials:** The acoustic metamaterials consisted of two components: housing and volume controllers. The housings were made of acrylic sheets (McMaster-Carr, U.S.) layered on each other with specific patterns (Figures S1 and S8, Supporting Information). Plastic binding barrels (90249A640, McMaster-Carr, USA) were used to assemble the acrylic sheets to form housings. There were 96 air cavities in the single-layer structure (Figure S1, Supporting Information), and 192 in the double-layer structure (Figure S8, Supporting Information). Each air cavity is in hexagonal-prism shape with a lateral length of 14 mm and height of 19.05 mm. Two lateral cavities are connected via two cuboid air channels (cross-section 3.35 mm \(\times\) 3.18 mm, length 3.75 mm); two vertical cavities are connected via one cuboid air channel (cross-section 3.45 mm \(\times\) 3.55 mm, height 6.5 mm). A volume controller was bonded to the ground cover within each air cavity. Each switch was made of a hexagonal acrylic sheet (thickness 1.59 mm), the movable baffle, a magnet (D81AD-P, K&J Magnetics), and an elastomer sponge. The elastomer sponge (thickness 2.5 mm) was fabricated by mixing and curing 22 g of silicon rubber (Mold Max 14NV, Smooth-On), 60 g of fine sugar powder, and 10 g of ferromagnetic iron particles (Sigma Aldrich), followed by dissolving the sugar in water for 24 h. The acrylic sheet, magnet, and elastomer sponge were bonded with super glue (GoGra Glue Company).

**Experimental Testing:** Under each air cavity, a control magnet (D81AD-P, K&J Magnetics) was employed to tune the effective volume of the air cavity. The applied magnetic field intensity was tuned by modulating the distance from the control magnet to the ground cover. The magnetic field was measured by a Gauss meter (GM-1, AlphaLab Inc.). Using elastomer sponge is because of its two properties: spontaneous recovery of the deformation so that the induced deformation can be rapidly recovered once the applied magnetic field is reduced, and zero Poisson’s ratio to ensure no lateral expansion during the compressive deformation.

The acoustic testing was carried out following the schematic shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information. An NI signal acquisition module (USB-4431, National Instruments) and a Labview code were employed to control the signal processing. The acoustic signal was generated by a tweeter (1W-8Ohm, UXCell) that was powered by a functional generator (PI-8127, PASCO). The acoustic signal was received by microphones (378802 with 426E01, PCB Piezotronics) connected to a signal conditioner (482C05, PCB Piezotronics). Because the diameter of the microphone (1/2 inch) was smaller than the size of the air cavity, the microphones were inserted in the air cavities to measure the signals during the experiments. The acoustic transmission in the unit of db was calculated as 10 \(\log\) \((P/P_0)\), where \(P\) is the measured acoustic power and \(P_0\) is the incident acoustic power.

**Numerical Simulation:** Numerical simulations were implemented with the acoustic module in COMSOL Multiphysics v5.3, a commercial finite element software. Since we assume that housings and switches are hard boundaries, only air cavities and their air channels are modeled. Dispersion relation analyses were implemented with unit cell models with Floquet periodic boundary conditions. For full-model simulations, normal inward displacement was given as the input signal, and the displayed acoustic pressure amplitude was normalized (i.e., divided) by the maximum pressure amplitude at a specific frequency stated in each simulation case. All these simulations were validated by benchmark calculations, and the mesh accuracy was ascertained through a mesh refinement study.

**Statistical Analysis:** The noise of the experimentally measured data was removed with Savitzky–Golay filter in MATLAB. The data in Figure 3G, S6C, S6F, S6I, S7C, and S7F, Supporting Information were processed. In all, the signal-to-noise ratio was computed as \(S/N = P/P_0\), where \(P\) is the measured acoustic power and \(P_0\) is the incident acoustic power.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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